PLAY IT FORWARD: 2018 NHL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT QUICK HITS

The National Hockey League is committed to advancing the sport of hockey. NHL Green™ works to improve the natural and built environments where hockey is played so all those who want to play, can play.

The mission of NHL Green is to ensure that the sport of hockey thrives for future generations. We aim to achieve this in three ways:

INNOVATE to reduce our environmental impact

TRANSFORM the hockey industry through collaboration

INSPIRE the communities in which we play to act

Visit sustainability.nhl.com/report to view the full report results and nhl.com/green to learn more about NHL Green.

Our* Environmental Footprint
- Carbon footprint decreased 2% year over year from FY2014 to FY2016
- 1,252 MMBtu total energy usage
- 379 million gallons total water consumption
- 32% waste diversion rate

Addressing Our* Impact
- 100% of greenhouse gas emissions counterbalanced for the 2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17 NHL seasons
- 88+ million gallons of water restored since 2011 through Water Restoration Credits
- 4 NHL arenas built to LEED environmental standards: EDM, NYI, PIT, VGK
- 2,000+ pieces of equipment donated through Recycle the Game at the Centennial Fan Arena
- Innovations such as LED lights, building automation, water reuse deployed by clubs

Our Next Steps Forward
- Identifying cost-effective, environmentally-preferable refrigerants
- Revitalizing community rinks to ensure access to the game through the Greener Rinks initiative
- Mobilizing the hockey community to take action and join in our environmental efforts

*NHL and the NHL Shield are registered trademarks and NHL Green name and logo are trademarks of the National Hockey League. All Rights Reserved.